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EDITORIAL STATEMENT

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria is published twice yearly in an online, open-access format through an 
agreement between the Royal Society of Victoria and CSIRO Publishing. The Proceedings is now indexed in Elsevier’s 
Scopus and has a CiteScore, which measures average citations received per document published in the serial. Scopus 
indexes 22,000 journals. The journal is also being digitised for the Biodiversity Heritage Library.

The Society invites original research articles, reviews and short communications for the Proceedings, from authors 
across the various disciplines of biological, physical and earth sciences, including multidisciplinary research, and on 
issues concerning technology and the applied sciences. Contributions on topics that are relevant to Victoria and the 
south-eastern Australian region are particularly encouraged. All contributions are subject to peer review and there are no 
page or colour charges involved.

Authors should consult papers published in Volume 128, part 1, for a guide to the format of manuscripts. Particular 
attention should be paid to the format of the listed references and their mode of citation in the text. In general, order 
references alphabetically. Note that for entries beginning with the same surname, one- and two-author entries precede 
those with multiple (three or more) authors; these multiple-author entries should then be ordered chronologically.

The use of images, in particular coloured illustrations, is encouraged. All images (photographs, tables, illustrations, 
graphs) must be supplied electronically:
• as separate files (not embedded in the text)
• with fonts embedded in the file
• as colour, black & white or grayscale
• in TIFF, JPG or high resolution PDF format
• numbered sequentially according to their appearance in the text
• preferably designed for one or two column width
• at a resolution of at least 300 dpi (for photos) and 800 dpi (for line artwork) at final size
• with lines thicker than 0.3 point.

Manuscripts should be submitted electronically by email to ed@sciencevictoria.org.au, with the word manuscript in the 
subject bar.
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